[Geometrical distribution of newly formed blood vessels in diabetic retinopathy].
Outbreak sites of newly formed blood vessels (NFVs) in proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) were analyzed geometrically. A montage was made of fluorescein fundus angiography photographs of 109 eyes and applied to a two dimensional x-y plane in which the center of the optic disc was taken as the origin. Thus each NFV acquired a coordinate value (x, y). After a coordinate transformation of this x-y plane designed to correct the parafoveal distortion of vascular distribution, a polar coordinate value (r, theta) of the NFV was calculated. The frequencies of NFVs were analyzed statistically relating to both theta, which is the angle around the origin, and r, which is the distance from the origin. The average theta was 2.74 +/- 1.72 (mean +/- standard deviation) radians and the outbreak frequency of NFVs showed a homogeneous distribution which was not influenced by any difference in theta. As for r, the frequency corrected as a truncated distribution at r = 0 showed a normal distribution with an average of 1.45 +/- 0.8. The outbreak of NFVs in PDR is a phenomenon in which accidental elements are strongly concerned and it is thought to be difficult to predict the site at early stage of retinopathy.